Abstract. We analyzed a new photometry of this well-known Algol-like eclipsing binary together with old photoelectric measurements with the aim of better understanding of its orbital period changes and short-time light variations modulating the mean light curve. The analysis has been done by the new method based on the combination of the principal component analysis and robust regression. New spectroscopic observations and radial-velocity curve are also presented.
Introduction

TW Draconis (α = 15
h 33 m 51 s .1, δ=63
• 54 26 (2000.0)) is a well-known and often observed Algol-type eclipsing binary. The variable star is an A-component of visual binary ADS 9706. The light variations of TW Dra are caused predominantly by eclipses of the hot main sequence star A8V by the cooler and fainter giant component K0III. The primary minimum 8.0 -10.5 mag (spanning about 11.5 hours) and shallow secondary minimum 8.0-8.1 mag are repeating with the period of 2.8068 days. The O−C diagram illustrates large changes of the orbital period in the last 150 years as well as shorter oscillations of it after JD 2432000 (see Figure 1) . The system has been studied photometrically and spectroscopically. However, the satisfactory solution of this unique system has not been published up to now.
Photometry
We have observed this star photometrically using different telescopes equipped with CCD cameras or photoelectric photometers (Brno, Hvar, and Suhora Observatories) since 2003. We have obtained more than 45,000 measurements of brightness in UBV RI so far (see Figure 2) . We have confirmed the presence of small variations (hundredths of magnitude) in the light curve on the time scale of tens of minutes. However, their incidence during the total minima rules out any δ Scuti pulsations of the primary star.
Spectroscopy
Spectroscopic observations were secured with the 2-m telescope at Ondřejov Observatory. We have obtained 34 high dispersion spectrograms in Hα region (6230-6770Å). The secondary component is detectable on some well exposed spectrograms. The following 
Conclusions
The time-span of period changes and their amplitude seems to be smaller in the last decades. The origin of small oscillations on the light curve is unknown so far. Our detailed light curves and radial velocity curve analyses using Phoebe (Prša 2005) will be published elsewhere.
